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Since 1897, MacGregor has provided top-quality equipment to every type of golfer, from avid amateurs to history’s greatest champions. MacGregor 

players have won tournaments all over the world including 59 majors but we’re just as proud of the countless rounds we’ve helped everyday golfers 

enjoy. We pride ourselves on products blended with craftsmanship, style, and modern innovation, with all golfers in mind. 

Read more at:
www.macgregor-golf.co.uk/
pages/macgregor®-history

THAT’S THE MACGREGOR 
TRADITION.
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V-FOIL SPEED DRIVER
Featuring a high-MOI design for increased stability, the glistening, black headed V-Foil Speed Driver offers 

greater ball speed and distance with the ultra-thin club face. Whilst offering both 10.5° and 12° lofts along 

with a premium lightweight graphite shaft, the V-Foil is designed with an expanded sweet-spot for greater 

forgiveness making it the ideal club. 

FEATURES
 460cc titanium driver available in  

 10.5° and 12° loft

 High-MOI design for increased stability

 Expanded sweet spot for greater forgiveness

 Ultra-thin face design for increased  

 ball speeds and added distance

 Premium components including  

 lightweight graphite shaft and  

 soft compound MacGregor grip

 Luxury head cover included

 Available in right hand only

Product SKU

MACDRIVER111
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V-FOIL SPEED FAIRWAY
The V-Foil Speed Fairway features a confidence-inspiring profile design allowing high performance from both 

the tee and the fairway. Offering both 15° and 18° lofts, the high-MOI design helps launch the ball from any lie, 

along with the engineered sole helping increase ball speeds for added distance.

FEATURES
 Stainless steel fairway wood available  

 in 15° and 18° loft

 Confidence-inspiring profile at address and  

 a shallow face design for increased launch 

 High-MOI design for increased stability  

 and greater forgiveness on miss-hits

 Engineered sole for increased ball speeds  

 and distance

 Premium components including custom-matched  

 lightweight graphite shaft and soft compound  

 MacGregor grip

 Luxury head cover included

 Available in right hand only 

Product SKU

MACFAIR111



V-FOIL SPEED HYBRID
The V-Foil Speed Hybrid effectively replaces those difficult to hit long irons, offered in 18°, 21° and 24° loft. 

Featuring an engineered sole for increased ball speeds and distance, the shallow face with a high-MOI 

design helps launch the ball into the air from any lie on the course. 

FEATURES
 Stainless steel hybrid available in  

 18°, 21° and 24° loft

  Confidence-inspiring profile at address and a 

shallow face design for increased launch from  

a variety of lies

  High-MOI design for increased stability and 

greater forgiveness on miss-hits

  Engineered sole for increased ball speeds  

and distance 

  Premium components including custom-matched 

lightweight graphite shaft and soft compound 

MacGregor grip

  Luxury headcover included

  Available in right hand only

Product SKU

MACHYB111
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V-FOIL SPEED DRIVING IRON
Featuring a premium custom-matched lightweight graphite shaft and soft compound MacGregor grip,  

the V-Foil Speed Driving Iron is a combination of the workability and control of an iron with the forgiveness  

of a hybrid, through the hollow body design. Being offered in both a 18° and 21° loft, the driving iron has 

weight distributed ensuring hybrid-like forgiveness that produces extra distance and accuracy.

FEATURES
  Stainless steel driving iron available  

in 18° and 21° loft 

  Hollow body to increase forgiveness 

  Thin face engineered for increased ball speed  

and distance 

  Premium custom-matched lightweight graphite 

shaft and soft compound MacGregor grip 

  Expanded perimeter weighting to achieve  

a high-MOI 

Product SKU

MACDIRON002
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MACWED016
BLACK

MACWED017
GUNMETAL

MACWED018
CHROME

V-FOIL WEDGE
Manufactured from the finest steel, the V-Foil Wedges are designed to provide a soft feel with enhanced 

feedback. Available in either Black, Gunmetal or Chrome, the classic head shape with larger grooves create 

exceptional control and optimised spin, even from the rough. Offered in 52°, 56° and 60° loft, the wedges 

include soft compound grips for enhanced feel and control on delicate shots around the green. 

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACWED016 - BLACK

MACWED017 - GUNMETAL

MACWED018 - CHROME

  Manufactured from the finest stainless steel  

for soft feel and enhanced feedback

  A classic head shape with large groove design  

for improved control and optimised spin 

  Available in black, gunmetal or chrome finishes 

  Premium components including  

soft compound MacGregor grip  

for greater traction and feel 

  All 3 options available in:  

52°, 56° and 60° loft

  Available in right hand only
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V-FOIL WIDE SOLE
SANDWEDGE

Product SKU

MACSANDWED01

FEATURES
  66° of loft

  Extra wide autoglide sole

  Eliminates thin and fat wedge shots

  Manufactured from premium stainless steel

 Available in Mens right hand only

Offered in a 66° loft, the V-Foil Wide Sole Sandwedge helps to reduce interaction with the ground  

to produce consistent clean shots. Available in a regular shaft, the sandwedge is designed to easily  

get loft on the ball to get out of bunkers or the rough, whilst avoiding the lip and stopping the ball  

quickly on the green. Manufactured to pop the ball high with minimal effort, the sandwedge allows 

great shots even with no special swing technique required.
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V-FOIL
PUTTERS
Available in five popular head shape designs,  

the V-Foil putters each benefit from MacGregor’s 

ARC Tech face milling for improved roll and 

distance control. A variety of styles from 

traditional blade to high-MOI mallet, each putter 

features alignment markers for easy ball alignment 

and a choice of either traditional or thicker  

3.0 parallel grip.

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACPUT114 - STANDARD GRIP

MACPUT115 - JUMBO GRIP

  Five popular head designs to suit the  

eye of all golfers

  ARC Tech face milling provides improved  

roll and distance control

  Alignment aids for easy ball alignment

  Available with either a premium traditional  

grip or thicker 3.0 parallel grip

  Putters available: 001, 002, 003*, 004,  

005 MRH

 *Available in left hand version
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MACTEC X CHIPPER

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACCHIP105

Designed to make those tricky bump and run shots around the greens easier, the MACTEC X chipper  

is made out of high quality stainless steel to deliver the ultimate in feel and control. The wide sole  

improves turf interaction.

  Stainless steel chipper delivering exceptional feel

  Wide sole promotes smooth turf interaction for  

a clean ball contact

  Designed to increase playability from all turf 

conditions around the green

  Perimeter weighted club for greater consistency 

on greenside shots

  Quality stainless steel shaft

  Available in right hand and left hand options
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CG3000 STAND
1/2 PACKAGE SET
For golfers not looking for a full set of clubs, MacGregor also offers both men’s  

and ladies entry-level half sets. The CG3000 half package set features a low profile  

fairway wood, hybrid, #6, #8 and PW irons, putter and stand bag.

FEATURES
  Low profile fairway wood and hybrid designed  

with low centre of gravity for maximum 

performance

  #6, #8 and PW stainless steel irons  

with undercut cavity to keep the centre of  

gravity low and deep for improved launch  

and better ball flight

  Dual padded shoulder straps for  

maximum balance and comfort

  Mallet style putter

  A durable luxury nylon  

MacGregor branded  

stand bag

  Supplied with 2 matching  

headcovers

  Available in Mens 

right hand and  

left hand

Product SKU

MACSET082 - STEEL MRH & MLH

MACSET083 - LADIES GRAPHITE

MACSET096 - GRAPHITE MRH & MLH

MENSLADIES
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DCT3000 FULL SETS
The Premium MacGregor DCT3000 full set features a titanium driver, stainless steel fairway wood and  

two hybrids. Oversized cavity back, stainless steel irons from 5-SW (6-SW for ladies), plus putter and bag.  

This is the ultimate full set for the beginner or improving golfer.

FEATURES
  A 460cc titanium driver featuring a high-MOI 

design for increased stability at impact and an 

expanding sweetspot for greater forgiveness on 

off-centre hits. 10.5” for men and 13” for ladies

  Stainless steel fairway wood, #3 and #4 hybrids 

incorporating a shallow face with high-MOI design 

to help launch the ball and keep it there longer

  431 stainless steel irons from 5-SW (ladies cart 

bag has 6-SW). An over-sized head design and 

perimeter weighting offer extreme forgiveness 

across the entire club face for explosive distance

  High-MOI putter with easy alignment aid

  A durable luxury nylon MacGregor branded bag 

supplied with 4 matching head covers

  Available in men’s steel or graphite, stand or cart 

bag options and ladies graphite cart bag

  Men’s steel cart bag left hand option available

MACSET077

MENS STAND
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LADIES MATCHING HEAD COVERS

MENS MATCHING HEAD COVERS

MACSET079

MENS STEEL CART

MACSET081

LADIES GRAPHITE CART

Product SKU

MACSET077 STEEL STAND

MACSET078 GRAPHITE STAND

MACSET079 STEEL CART MRH & MLH

MACSET080 GRAPHITE CART

MACSET081 LADIES GRAPHITE CART
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LADIES MATCHING HEAD COVERS

MENS MATCHING HEAD COVERS

Product SKU

MACSET084 STEEL STAND MRH & MLH

MACSET085 GRAPHITE STAND MRH & MLH

MACSET086 GRAPHITE CART

MACSET087 STEEL CART

MACSET088 LADIES LRH & LLH

MACSET089 STEEL STAND 1” LONGER

MACSET094 STEEL STAND 1” SHORTER

MACSET086

MENS GRAPHITE CART

MACSET088

LADIES GRAPHITE CART

MACSET084

MENS STAND

CG3000 PACKAGE SETS
The entry level CG3000 Package Set offers unrivalled value with men’s options of steel or graphite shafts in 

the irons and also a choice of stand or cart bag option. This set features a Ti-Matrix driver, fairway wood, 

hybrid, stainless steel irons from 6-SW (7-SW for ladies), putter and golf bag.

  13* 460cc titanium matrix driver with optimal 

weighting for incredible distance

  Low profile fairway wood and hybrid designed 

with low centre of gravity for maximum 

performance

  6-SW stainless steel irons (ladies cart bag has 

7-SW irons) with undercut cavity to keep the 

centre of gravity low and deep for improved 

launch and better ball flight 

  Mallet style putter

  A durable, luxury nylon MacGregor branded bag 

supplied with 3 matching head covers

  Men’s and ladies left hand available

FEATURES
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DCT JUNIOR PACKAGE SETS
Junior sets complete the MacGregor Package set product line-up. These have been designed in age group 

appropriate categories to ensure the right clubs for size and strength. The junior package sets start from 

ages 3-5 years and go up to 12-14 years.

MACSET074 BOYS 3 - 5 YEARS MACSET075 BOYS 6 - 8 YEARS MACSET075 GIRLS 6 - 8 YEARS

  Boys 3-5 years: features an oversized driver  

and #7 iron and includes a lightweight junior  

flex shaft, alignment mallet style putter and  

a durable luxury MacGregor nylon stand bag  

with 1 matching head cover

  Boys and Girls 6-8 years: features as the  

above with an additional #9 iron

  Boys and girls 9-12 years: features as the  

6-8 years set with an additional low profile 

hybrid, designed with a low centre of gravity  

for maximum performance and an additional  

SW matching head cover

  Boys 12-14 features as the 9-12 years set  

with additional 5 iron

  *9-12 year boys available in left hand

FEATURES
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MACSET076 *BOYS 9 - 12 YEARS MACSET076 GIRLS 9 - 12 YEARS MACSET093 BOYS 12 - 14 YEARS
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15 SERIES
WATER RESISTANT
10’ CART BAG
Boasting a host of features in a lightweight design, the 15 Series Water Resistant 10” Cart Bag is the 

ultimate MacGregor cart bag utilising water resistant zippers and fabric to offer excellent protection from 

short showers. A 10” top coupled with 15-way divider allows for easy club access while strategically placed 

pockets provide plenty of storage for all your golf accessories and gear.

FEATURES
  10”, 15-way top with two overmoulded  

easy access handles and an integrated  

extra large putter well divider

  15 full length dividers covered with  

colour-coordinated air mesh cushioned fabric

  Water resistant zippers and fabric  

for rain protection

  9 strategically placed pockets including:  

valuable pocket, cooler pocket, ball pocket, 

clothing pocket, etc 

  Lightweight stay construction

  All pockets face forward for  

easy access

  With a padded shoulder strap  

for easy carrying

  Extra large travel and rain hood 

  Towel webbing

  Umbrella loop

  Pen holder 

  Glove holder 

Product SKU

MACBAG149 - MENS

*MACBAG150 - LADIES MACBAG150
*WHITE / ORCHID

MACBAG149
BLACK / GREY

MACBAG149
BLACK / RED

MACBAG149
NAVY / GREY

MACBAG149
NAVY / ROYAL
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7 SERIES WATER RESISTANT
9.5” STAND BAG
Offering the perfect blend of features and storage in a sleek lightweight design, the 7 Series  

water resistant stand bag is the ultimate carry bag from MacGregor utilising water resistant zippers  

and fabric to offer excellent protection from short showers. A padded crossbow dual strap and  

lightweight stand system make the 7 series a pleasure to carry on the course. Five pockets provide  

ample storage while a 9.5” 7-way divider top provides maximum club organisation.

  9.5”, 7-way top with integrated grab handle 

covered with colour-coordinated air mesh 

cushioned fabric

  Water resistant zippers and fabric for  

rain protection 

  Light weight high-mount automatic stand  

system for added stability 

  Moulded rubber handle for a solid grab

  Moulded angle base designed for greater  

bag stability 

  4-point adjustable backpack strap  

for maximum balance and comfort 

  Extra large travel and rain hood 

  5 strategically placed pockets  

including fur line valuable pocket,  

ball pocket, clothing pocket, etc

  Towel webbing 

  Umbrella loop

  2 full length dividers 

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACBAG151 - STAND BAG

MACBAG151
NAVY / GREY

MACBAG151
BLACK / RED

MACBAG151
NAVY / ROYAL

MACBAG151
BLACK / GREY
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MAC 4.0 6.5” FLIP STAND BAG

FEATURES
  6.5” top 4-way top with full length divider

  Comfort padded double shoulder straps

  Waterproof belly and base prevent the bag  

from getting wet in soggy conditions

  4 pockets designs include full size  

apparel pocket, fur lined valuable  

pocket, accessory pocket and  

mesh drink pouch

  Matching rainhood

Product SKU

MACBAG152 - STAND BAG

This ultra light weight 6.5” bag features a manual flip stand with shortened legs that will assist the bag to stand  

off the ground between shots. Padded double shoulder straps make the MAC 4.0 a pleasure to carry on the course.

MACBAG152
BLACK

MACBAG152
NAVY

MACBAG152
BLACK / ROYAL
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MAC 14.0 10” CART BAG
A fully functional yet light weight 14-way top 10” cart bag with several forward-facing pockets is packed  

full of features and allows easy access to all your accessories and valuables while sitting on a cart.  

Making the MAC 14.0 Cart Bag the perfect companion when walking the fairways.

  10” top with a easy lift 3 integrated handle  

and a large putter divider 

  14-way top covered with colour-coordinated  

air mesh cushioned fabric

  9 strategically placed pockets including fur-lined 

valuable pocket, cooler pocket, ball pocket, 

clothing pocket, accessory pocket, etc

  With a padded shoulder strap for easy carrying 

  All pockets face forward for easy access

  3 full length dividers 

  Lightweight stay construction 

  Towel webbing 

  Umbrella loop 

  Pen holder 

  Extra large travel and rain hood

FEATURES

MACBAG153
SILVER / BLACK / ORANGE

MACBAG153
BLACK

Product SKU

MACBAG153 - MENS CART BAG
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MACBAG153
NAVY / WHITE / RED

MACBAG153
NAVY / ROYAL

MACBAG153
SILVER / BLACK / GREEN
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MAC 7.0
9.5” STAND BAG
With seven pockets and a 9.5” top with 4-way divider,  

the MAC 7.0 Stand Bag is light weight and packed full of 

features. A moulded rubber grab handle and automatic  

stand system make this stand bag perfect for those  

who prefer to carry when walking the fairways.

  4-way top with integrated grab handle covered  

with colour-coordinated air mesh cushioned fabric,  

with 2 full length dividers

  7 strategically placed pockets accommodate  

all carrying need, including fur lined valuable pocket, 

clothing pocket, ball pocket, water bottle holder, 

accessory pocket, etc.

  Light weight high-mount automatic stand system  

for added stability

  Moulded angle base designed for greater bag stability 

  Padded dual strap for maximum balance and comfort

  Moulded rubber handle for a solid grab

  Extra large travel and rain hood

  9.5” Top Stand Bag 

  Pen & Glove Holder 

  Towel webbing 

  Umbrella loop

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACBAG155 - STAND BAG
MACBAG155

BLACK

MACBAG155
NAVY / WHITE / RED

MACBAG155
SILVER / BLACK / ORANGE

MACBAG155
NAVY / ROYAL

MACBAG155
SILVER / BLACK / GREEN
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MAC 4.0 7” SUNDAY BAG
Perfect for a quick nine holes or for winter carrying, the MAC 4.0 Sunday stand bag features a 6.5” top  

with a 4-way divider in a compact design with a padded crossbow dual strap and automatic stand system.

  4 strategically placed pockets including a  

fur lined valuable pocket, clothing pocket ball 

pocket, accessory pocket

  Padded adjustable dual strap for  

maximum balance and comfort 

  4-way top with colour-coordinated  

air mesh cushioned fabric 

  2 full length dividers

  Lightweight high-mount automatic  

stand system for added stability 

  Moulded angle base designed  

for greater bag stability 

  Extra large travel and rain hood 

  Towel clip and Velcro glove holder

  7” Top Stand Bag 

  Towel Webbing 

  Umbrella loop

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACBAG156 - SUNDAY BAG
MACBAG156
BLACK / RED

MACBAG156
NAVY / ROYAL

MACBAG156
BLACK / GREY

B
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HYBRID 14 GOLF BAG
The MacGregor Hybrid 14 golf bag has a unique wear resistant and anti-slip fabric supporting and protecting 

the bag when on a trolley frame. The key lock base provides a secure, locked in fit on trolleys to enhance 

stability and reduce lateral movement on uneven ground. Designed for maximum performance when carrying 

or using a trolley, the 4-point adjustable strap with protective cushioning and a durable, comfortable hip pad 

work together to maximise comfort whilst carrying the bag. Consisting of 11 strategically placed pockets that 

provide generous storage for everything a golfer needs throughout their round, along with a large 9” top 

featuring an integrated grab handle and 14-way divider system.  

The bag is available in 3 colours: black, charcoal and navy.

  4-point adjustable strap with protective  

cushioning and a durable, comfortable hip pad to 

optimise comfort and balance when carrying

  Integrated grab handle and 14-way divider system

  Unique wear resistant and anti-slip fabric 

  11 strategically placed pockets 

  Key lock base provides a secure, locked in fit on 

trolleys to enhance stability

  Towel clip, umbrella sleeve and Velcro glove holder

  9” top hybrid bag

  Rain hood

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACBAG146 - GOLF BAG MACBAG146
NAVY

MACBAG146
CHARCOAL

MACBAG146
BLACK
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MACTEC  
GOLF TROLLEY
The MacGregor 3-wheel push trolley has a sporty 

and sturdy design, with adjustable bag supports to 

accommodate even the largest of golf bags. It has 

Quickfold-technology for fast and easy folding and 

the cart includes with purchase the umbrella holder, 

drinks holder, storage net and scorecard holder that 

enables quick access to your scorecard pencil and 

balls - unlike most leading brands. Other features 

include a foot parking brake, and the third front 

wheel that folds under the cart to reduce the size  

of the cart in storage.

  Quickfold-technology

  Adjustable bag supports

  Storage for scorecard

  Parking brake

  Umbrella holder

  Drinks holder

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACCART001 - GOLF TROLLEY

MACCART0001
BLACK

MACCART0001
BLACK

MACCART0001
WHITE
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VIP MULTI COLOURED
12 BALL PACK

VIP WHITE COLOURED
12 BALL PACK

A 2-piece golf ball in four high optic, high visibility matte finish colours, with soft feel and featuring a  

high velocity core, cut-proof cover and aerodynamic dimple design for maximum distance with added spin  

and control around the greens.

A 2-piece golf ball in high optic colour, high visibility matte finish colour, with soft feel and featuring a  

high velocity core, cut-proof cover and aerodynamic dimple design for maximum distance with added spin  

and control around the greens.

  High velocity, soft core maximises energy 

transfer from club head to ball

  2-piece construction ensures explosive distance

  Aerodynamic dimple design increases lift  

and decreases drag for higher, longer shots

  Cut-proof cover for long term durability  

and maximum spin control

MULTI COLOURED &
WHITE COLOURED 

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACACC004M - MULTI BALLS

MACACC004 - WHITE BALLS

MACACC004M
MULTI BALLS

MACACC004
WHITE BALLS
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DUAL CANOPY  
UMBRELLA
An essential item for when the weather turns 

wet, this sleek and stylish umbrella is a must-have 

accessory for all golfers.

  Stylish and functional black umbrella  

with MacGregor branding

  Dual 62” canopy

  Fibreglass stem and stays 

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACGUMB04 - UMBRELLA
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VIP II PREMIUM 
WHEELED TRAVEL COVER
The VIP II Premium Wheeled Travel Cover provides 

superb protection for golf equipment in transit.  

It’s durable, robust with additional heavy duty straps 

and extra padding to protect club heads. It boasts 

ample extra pockets, while in-line skate wheels and 

sturdy handles make it easy to manoeuvre.

  Premium travel cover with tough nylon  

fabric for maximum protection

  Additional padding around the top to  

protect club heads during transportation

  Internal anti-burst support strap  

including 3 heavy duty external straps

  Holds up to 49” driver

  Large external storage pocket

  Dual side zip with lockable zippers  

for added security

  Durable in-line skate wheels

FEATURES

Product SKU

MACTC004 - TRAVEL COVER

MACTC004
BLACK

MACTC004
BLACK / ROYAL

MACTC004
BLACK / RED

MACTC004
BLACK / SILVER
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Product SKU

MACTC003 - BLACK COVER

MACTC003SD - BLACK / ROYAL COVER

VIP DELUXE  
WHEELED TRAVEL COVER
The VIP Deluxe Wheeled Travel Cover provides excellent protection for golf equipment in transit.  

It’s durable, with strategic padding to protect club heads while in-line skate wheels and sturdy handles  

make it easy to manoeuvre.

FEATURES
  Deluxe travel cover with tough nylon fabric  

for maximum protection

  Additional padding around the top to protect  

club heads during transportation

  Holds up to 49” driver

  Dual side zip and side zip storage pockets

  Durable in-line skate wheels

  Easy loading cover

MACTC003SD
BLACK / ROYAL

MACTC003
BLACK
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